Abstract. A plane integral drawing of a planar graph G is a realization of G in the plane such that the vertices of G are mapped into distinct points and the edges of G are mapped into straight line segments of integer length which connect the corresponding vertices such that two edges have no inner point in common. We conjecture that plane integral drawings exist for all planar graphs, and we give parts of a proof of this conjecture.
Introduction
A plane integral drawing of a planar graph G is a realization of G in the plane such that the vertices of G are mapped into distinct points, also called vertices, and the edges of G are mapped into straight line segments of integer length, also called edges, which connect the corresponding vertices such that two edges have no inner point in common. The existence of a plane drawing with straight line segments for all edges is known for every planar graph (Wagner, F ary 12, 3] , see also 13, 14, 9, 10, 11, 2]). It was asked in 5] for corresponding drawings with the additional property that all edges are of integral length. This gives rise to the following conjecture.
Conjecture. There exists a plane integral drawing for every planar graph.
Here we present ideas of a possible proof of this conjecture.
Structure of a possible proof
It is su cient to prove the conjecture for all maximal planar graphs, that is, for triangulations of the plane. Since plane integral drawings for the triangle exist obviously, we consider triangulations T n with n vertices, n 4, for an inductive proof. Any such T n contains at least four vertices of degree at most ve. This follows from 3p 3 + 2p 4 + p 5 = 12 + p 7 + 2p 8 + 3p 9 + :::; where p i denotes the number of vertices of degree i. This equality is known as consequence of Euler's polyhedron formula.
At least one vertex v of the at least four vertices with degree at most ve is in the interior of T n . Deletion of this vertex v leaves a planar graph T n ?v with n?1 vertices, for which the existence of a plane integral drawing can be assumed by induction hypothesis since T n ? v is a subgraph of a triangulation T n?1 . In this drawing all vertices adjacent to v in T n are the vertices of a polygon, which is a triangle, quadrangle, or pentagon, with sides of integral length. If we succeed in nding a point inside this polygon such that the connections by straight line segments to all vertices of the polygon are inside and of rational length, then by multiplication with the least common denominator of the rational distances we obtain a plane integral drawing of T n , and the induction is complete. In the following we will construct suitable points for triangles and some quadrangles.
Vertex of degree three
It is proved in 1] that the set of points with rational distances to the vertices of a given triangle with sides of rational length is everywhere dense. Thus a point inside of that triangle of T n ? v which is determined by deletion of the vertex v of degree 3 from T n can be found as desired. One possibility to determine explicitly the 3 rational distances from an inner point of a triangle with rational sides to its vertices is given in 7].
Vertex of degree four
In the quadrangle Q of T n ? v, convex or concave, one diagonal D exists inside Q such that the connecting straight line segments of any point of D to all vertices of Q are inside Q. If we add this diagonal D to T n ? v we obtain a triangulation T n?1 , and the induction hypothesis guarantees a plane integral drawing of this T n?1 and therefore of quadrangle Q with the additional diagonal D. On D we will determine a desired point V inside Q with rational distances to the vertices of Q. Let us remark that the integral diagonal D avoids that Q is a square. This is important since it is a conjecture that there does not exist a point in the Euclidean plane such that all the distances to the four vertices of a unit square are rational ( 
To determine the distances x; y; z by successive inverse substitution we need that the denominator of s is nonzero. 
The denominator of u in (11) is nonzero so that also in this case rational distances x; y; f ? x; z of the vertex V to the vertices of Q are determined after using the inverse substitutions. It turns out that the solutions determined by (8) or (11) do not lead necessarily to a vertex V which lies inside of the quadrangle Q as desired. The vertex V lies on the diagonal D but not always inside of Q. Since rational solutions of (6) or (10) in general lead to new rational solutions by arithmetic operations (see 8], p. 69) it may be possible that this method yields a vertex V which is inside of Q and has rational distances to the vertices of Q. However, so far we cannot prove the existence of such a vertex in general.
If we replace vertex v by such a vertex V , connect V by straight line segments to the vertices of Q, and enlarge this plane drawing of G by multiplication with the least common denominator of the rational distances x; y; f ? x; z we obtain a plane integral drawing of graph G.
Vertex of degree five
The problem remains completely open for the case that the neighborhood of v forms a pentagon in T n ?v. It seems to be a very hard problem to prove that every pentagon with sides of integral length contains an inner point with rational distances to its vertices.
